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The Lie point symmetries of a coupled system of two nonlinear differential-
difference equations are investigated. It is shown that in special cases the symmetry
group can be infinite dimensional, in other cases up to ten dimensional. The equa-
tions can describe the interaction of two long molecular chains, each involving one
type of atoms. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0022-2488~99!03206-5#

I. INTRODUCTION

Our purpose in this article is to perform a symmetry analysis of a system of two coupled
differential-difference equations of the form

E15ün2Fn~ t,un21 ,un ,un11 ,vn21 ,vn ,vn11!50,
~1.1!

E25 v̈n2Gn~ t,un21 ,un ,un11 ,vn21 ,vn ,vn11!50.

The overdots denote time derivatives. The discrete variablen plays the role of a space variable; it
labels positions along a one-dimensional lattice. The functionsFn andGn represent interactions,
e.g., between different atoms along a double chain of molecules~see Fig. 1!. The functionsFn and
Gn area priori unspecified; our aim is to classify equations of the type~1.1! according to the Lie
point symmetries that they allow. The interactions in such a model depend on up to six neighbor-
ing particles. For instance, we can interpretun andvn as deviations from equilibrium positions of
two different types of atoms, say typeU and typeV. The accelerationsün and v̈n depend on the
deviationsu andv of both types of atoms at the neighboring sitesn21, n, andn11. We do not
restrict to two-body forces, nor do we impose translational invariance for the chain. We do,
however, assume there is no dissipation, i.e., system~1.1! does not involve first derivatives with
respect to time.

Such differential-difference equations typically arise when modeling phenomena in molecular
physics, biophysics, or simply coupled oscillations in classical mechanics.1–3

A recent article4 was devoted to a similar problem, but was concerned with a single species,
i.e., one dependent variableun(t). The approach adopted here is similar to that of Ref. 4. Thus, we
shall consider only symmetries acting on the continuous variablest, un , andvn . Transformations
of the discrete variablen must then be studied separately.

Several different treatments of Lie symmetries of difference and differential-difference equa-
tions exist in the literature.4–13 The one adopted in this article is that of Refs. 4–6. It has been
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called the ‘‘intrinsic method,’’ makes use of a Lie algebraic approach, and is entirely algorithmic.
The Lie algebra of the symmetry group, the ‘‘symmetry algebra’’ for short, is realized by vector
fields of the form

X̂5t~ t,un ,vn!] t1fn~ t,un ,vn!]un
1cn~ t,un ,vn!]vn

. ~1.2!

The algorithm for finding the functionst, fn , and cn in ~1.2! is to construct the appropriate
prolongation prX̂ of X̂ ~see Refs. 4–6 and Sec. II! and to impose that it should annihilate the
studied system of equations on their solution set,

pr X̂E1uE15E25050, prX̂E2uE15E25050. ~1.3!

Our first step is to find and classify all interactions (Fn ,Gn) for which the system~1.1! allows
at least a one-dimensional symmetry algebra. The next step is to specify the interactions further
and to find all those that allow a higher-dimensional, possibly infinite-dimensional, symmetry
algebra.

As in previous articles,4,14 our classification will be up to conjugacy under a group of ‘‘al-
lowed transformations.’’ These are fiber preserving locally invertible point transformations,

un5Vn~ ũn ,ṽn , t̃ !, vn5Gn~ ũn ,ṽn , t̃ !, t5t~ t̃ !, ~1.4!

which preserve the form of Eqs.~1.1!, but not necessarily the functionsFn andGn ~they go into
new functionsF̃n andG̃n of the new arguments!.

Throughout the article we assume that bothFn andGn depend on at least one of the quantities
un21 ,un11 ,vn21 ,vn11 , so that nearest neighbors are genuinely involved. In the bulk of the article
the interaction is assumed to be nonlinear.

In Sec. II we formulate the problem, establish the general form of the elements of the sym-
metry algebra, and present the determining equations for the symmetries. We also derive the
‘‘allowed transformations’’ under which we classify the interactions and their symmetries. Section
III is devoted to a classification of interactionsFn , Gn , allowing at least a one-dimensional
symmetry algebra. Ten classes of such interactions exist, each involving two arbitrary functions of
six variables. In Sec. IV we study higher-dimensional symmetry algebras and introduce an im-
portant restriction. We first prove that four equivalence classes of symmetry algebras isomorphic
to sl~2,R! exist. Then we restrict to just one of them, sl(2,R)1 generating a gauge group acting only
on the fieldsun andvn ~in a global, coordinate-independent manner!. We describe all symmetry
algebras, containing the chosen sl~2,R! as a subalgebra. In Sec. V we obtain the invariant inter-
actions for all algebras containing sl(2,R)1 . The results are summed up and discussed in Sec. VI,
where we also outline future work to be done.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

To find the Lie point symmetries of the system~1.1!, we write the second prolongation of the
vector field~1.2! in the form4–6

FIG. 1. Double molecular chain with two types of atoms.
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pr~2! X̂5t~ t,un ,vn!] t1 (
k5n21

n11

fk~ t,un ,vn!]uk
1 (

k5n21

n11

ck~ t,un ,vn!]vk
1fn

tt] ün
1cn

tt] v̈n
,

~2.1!

with

fn
tt5Dt

2fn2~Dt
2t!u̇n22~Dtt!ün ,

~2.2!
cn

tt5Dt
2cn2~Dt

2t!v̇n22~Dtt!v̈n ,

whereDt is the total time derivative. The determining equations for the symmetries are obtained
by requiring that Eq.~1.3! be satisfied. The obtained equations will involve terms likeu̇k, v̇k, and
u̇kv̇ l . The coefficients of each linearly independent term must vanish and this provides 16 linear
differential equations that are easy to solve and do not involve the interaction functionsFn ,Gn .
The result is that an elementX̂ of the symmetry algebra must have the form

X̂5t~ t !] t1F S ṫ

2
1anDun1bnvn1ln~ t !G]un

1Fcnun1S ṫ

2
1dnD vn1mn~ t !G]vn

, ~2.3!

where the overdots denote time derivatives. The functionst(t), ln(t), mn(t), an , bn , cn , anddn

satisfy the two remaining determining equations, namely,

t̂

2
un1l̈n1S an2

3

2
ṫ DFn1bnGn2tFn,t2 (

k5n21

n11

Fn,ukF S ṫ

2
1akDuk1bkvk1lk~ t !G

2 (
k5n21

n11

Fn,vkF S ṫ

2
1dkD vk1ckuk1mk~ t !G50, ~2.4!

t̂

2
vn1m̈n1S dn2

3

2
ṫ DGn1cnFn2tGn,t2 (

k5n21

n11

Gn,ukF S ṫ

2
1akDuk1bkvk1lk~ t !G

2 (
k5n21

n11

Gn,vkF S ṫ

2
1dkD vk1ckuk1mk~ t !G50. ~2.5!

In Eqs. ~2.3!, ~2.4!, and ~2.5! the quantitiesan , bn , cn , and dn are independent oft. To
proceed further, one could specify the interaction functionsFn andGn . Instead, we shall assume
that at least one symmetry generator~2.3! exists and make use of allowed transformations to
simplify this vector. The second step is to find interactionsFn and Gn compatible with such a
symmetry.

Substituting~1.4! into Eq. ~1.1! and requiring that the form of these two equations be pre-
served, we find that the allowed transformations are quite restricted, namely,

S un~ t !
vn~ t ! D5S Qn Rn

Sn Tn
D t821/2S ũn~ t̃ !

ṽn~ t ! D 1S an~ t !
bn~ t ! D , t̃ 5 t̃ ~ t !,

d t̃

dt
Þ0. ~2.6!

The entriesQn , Rn , Sn , and Tn are independent oft; t̃ (t) is an arbitrary locally invertible
function of t; an ,bn are arbitrary functions ofn and t, and the matrix

Mn5S Qn Rn

Sn Tn
D , detMnÞ0, ~2.7!

is nonsingular.
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It will be convenient to use a shorthand notation for the vector fieldXn of Eq. ~2.3!, namely,

H t~ t !,An ,S ln~ t !
mn~ t ! D J , An5S an bn

cn dn
D . ~2.8!

If we perform an allowed transformation~2.6!, then Eq.~1.1! goes into an equation of the
same form, withFn andGn replaced by

S F̃n

G̃n
D 5 t823/2Mn

21F S Fn

Gn
D2S än

b̈n
D G1S 1

2
t̂̃ t8232

3

4
ẗ̃2t824D S ũn

ṽn
D , ~2.9!

whereF̃n andG̃n are functions of the new variables.
The vector field characterized by the triplet~2.3! goes into a new one of the same form,

H t̃~ t̃ !,Ãn ,S l̃n~ t̃ !

m̃n~ t̃ !
D J , ~2.10!

with

t̃~ t̃ !5t~ t~ t̃ !! t8,

Ãn5Mn
21AnMn ,

S l̃n~ t̃ !

m̃n~ t̃ !
D 5Mn

21t81/2F S An1
ṫ

2D S an

bn
D2tS ȧn

ḃn
D 1S ln

mn
D G .

We shall use the allowed transformations to simplify the vector field, rather than the equation
itself.

III. SYSTEMS WITH ONE-DIMENSIONAL SYMMETRY GROUPS

Let us now assume that the system~1.1! has at least a one-dimensional symmetry group,
generated by a vector field of the type~2.3!. Using allowed transformations~2.6!, we takeX̂ into
one of ten inequivalent classes.

Indeed, fortÞ0 we can choose the functiont̃ (t) so as to transformt(t) into t51, the
functionsan(t) andbn(t) so as to annulln(t), andmn(t) and the matrixMn so as to takeAn into
its canonical Jordan form.

For t50 the standardized form ofX̂ depends on the rank of the matrixAn . For rankAn

52, we can again transformln andmn into ln5mn50 and takeAn into one of three canonical
forms. For rankAn51, only one of the functionsln or mn can be annulled. We choose it to be
ln(t)50. ThenAn can be taken into one of the two standard matrices of rank 1 inR232. For rank
An50 bothln(t) andmn(t) survive.

We thus obtain ten mutually inequivalent one-dimensional symmetry algebras, listed below.
The statement now is that any single vector fieldX̂ of the form ~2.3! can be transformed by an
allowed transformation into precisely one of these vector fields.

The next step is to determine the interactions for which a one-dimensional symmetry group
exists. To do this, we run through the canonical vector fields just obtained, substitute the corre-
spondingt ~51 or 0!, An , ln(t), andmn(t) into Eqs.~2.4! and~2.5!, and solve these equations for
Fn andGn .

Following this procedure, we arrive at the following list of interactions and their one-
dimensional symmetry algebras:
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A1,1 X̂5] t1anun]un
1dnvn]vn

,
Fn5eant f n(jk ,hk),
Gn5edntgn(jk ,hk),
jk5uke

2akt, hk5vke
2dkt,

k5n21,n,n11;

A1,2 X̂5] t1(anun1vn)]un
1anvn]vn

,
Fn5eant@ f n(jk ,hk)1tgn(xk ,hk)#,
Gn5eantgn(jk ,hk),
jk5(uk2tvk)e

2akt, hk5vke
2akt,

k5n21,n,n11;

A1,3 X̂5] t1(anun1bnvn)]un
1(2bnun1anvn)]vn

, bn.0,

SFn

Gn
D5eantS cosbnt sinbnt

2sinbnt cosbnt
DS fn~jk ,hk!

gn~jk ,hk!
D,

jk5r ke
2akt, hk5uk1bkt,

uk5r k cosuk , vk5rk sinuk ,
k5n21,n,n11;

A1,4 X̂5anun]un
1dnvn]vn

, uanu>udnu,
Fn5unf n(ja ,hk ,t),
Gn5vngn(ja ,hk ,t),
ja5ua

anun
2aa, hk5vk

anun
2dk,

k5n21,n,n11, a5n21,n11;

A1,5 X̂5(anun1vn)]un
1anvn]vn

, anÞ0,
Fn5vnf n(ha ,jk ,t)1vn ln(vn)gn(ha ,jk ,t),
Gn5anvngn(ha ,jk ,t),

jk5ak

uk

vk
2ln~vk!, ha5va

anvn
2aa,

k5n21,n,n11, a5n21,n11;

A1,6 X̂5vn]un
,

Fn5 f n(vk ,ja ,t)1ungn(vk ,ja ,t),
Gn5vngn(vk ,ja ,t),
ja52vaun1vnua ,
k5n21,n,n11, a5n21,n11;

A1,7 X̂5(anun1bnvn)]un
1(2bnun1anvn)]vn

, bn.0,

SFn

Gn
D5e2~an /bn!unScosun 2sinun

sinun cosun
DS fn~jk ,ha ,t!

gn~jk ,ha ,t!D,
jk5r k

bneakun, ha5bnua2baun ,
uk5r k cosuk , vk5rk sinuk ,
k5n21,n,n11, a5n21,n11;

A1,8 X̂5anun]un
1mn(t)]vn

, mnÞ0,
Fn5unf n(ha ,jk ,t),

Gn5
m̈n

mn
vn1gn~ha ,jk ,t!,

ha5mnva2mavn , jk5uke
2akvn /mn,

k5n21,n,n11, a5n21,n11;
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A1,9 X̂5vn]un
1mn(t)]vn

, mnÞ0,

Fn5
1

2

m̈n

mn
2 vn

21vngn~ha ,hn ,ja ,t!1fn~ha ,hn ,ja ,t!,

Gn5
m̈n

mn
vn1mngn~ha ,hn ,ja ,t!,

ha5mn
2ua1 1

2mavn
22mnvnva , ja5mavn2mnva ,

hn5mnun2 1
2vn

2, a5n21,n11;

A1,10 X̂5ln(t)]un
1mn(t)]vn

, ln , mnÞ0,

Fn5
l̈n

ln
un1fn~hk ,ja ,t!,

Gn5
m̈n

mn
un1gn~hk ,ja ,t!,

ja5lnua2laun , hk5mkun2lnvk ,
k5n21,n,n11, a5n21,n11.

We mention that the variablesjk andhk are to be taken exactly as above. For instance,jn11

is not an upshift ofjn .
The above results are summed up quite simply. Namely, the existence of a one-dimensional

symmetry algebra restricts the interaction termsFn and Gn to two arbitrary functions of six
variables, rather than the original seven variables. The algebrasA1,1, A1,2 andA1,3 involve time
translations. Hence, the time dependence in these cases is restricted:Fn andGn depend on time
explicitly and via invariant variablesjk andhk that, in turn, depend explicitly ont. The algebras
A1,4,...,A1,10 correspond to gauge transformations: the group transformations act on dependent
variables only. The time variable figures in the arbitrary functions, as does the discrete indepen-
dent variablen.

IV. HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL SYMMETRY ALGEBRAS

A. General strategy

The commutator of two symmetry operators~2.3! is an operatorX35@X1 ,X2# of the same
form, satisfying

t35t1ṫ22t2ṫ1 , An,352@An,1 ,An,2#,
~4.1!

S ln,3

mn,3
D5t1S l̇n,2

ṁn,2
D 2t2S l̇n,1

ṁn,1
D 2S An,11

ṫ1

2 D S ln,2

mn,2
D1S An,21

ṫ2

2 D S ln,1

mn,1
D .

To obtain a finite-dimensional Lie algebra of symmetry operators, we see that the ‘‘differen-
tial components’’t i(t)] t must form a Lie algebraLd , the ‘‘matrix components’’An,i must also
form a Lie algebraLm , homomorphic toLd . Moreover, Eq.~4.1! shows that the ‘‘functional
components’’„ln,i(t),mn,i(t)… must satisfy certain cohomology conditions.

The algebra of diffeomorphisms ofR1, $t(t)] t% has only three mutually nondiffeomorphic
finite-dimensional subalgebras, namely sl~2,R! and its subalgebras, realized, e.g., as

$] t ,t] t ,t2] t%, $] t ,t] t%, and $] t%, ~4.2!

respectively.
For n fixed, the matricesAn generate the Lie algebra of gl~2,R!. However, since the depen-

dence onn is arbitrary, an unlimited number of copies of gl~2,R! and its subalgebras is available.
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We shall not perform a complete classification of possible symmetry algebras here. Instead,
we shall first concentrate on sl~2,R! symmetry algebras and show that, up to allowed transforma-
tions, four different sl~2,R! symmetry algebras can be constructed. We then consider just one of
these four and study its extensions to higher-dimensional Lie algebras.

B. Equivalence classes of sl „2,R… symmetry algebras

Since sl~2,R! is a simple Lie algebra, it has no ideals. Hence, a homomorphism between
sl~2,R! algebras is either an isomorphism, or one of the algebras is mapped onto zero. Correspond-
ingly, we have three possibilities to explore: we shall call them sl(2,R)d , sl(2,R)m , and sl(2,R)c

~whered stands for ‘‘differential,’’m for ‘‘matrix,’’ and c for ‘‘combined’’!.

1. The algebra sl „2,R…d
We havea priori

X15] t1ln~ t !]un
1mn~ t !]vn

,

X25t] t1„

1
2un1rn~ t !…]un

1„

1
2vn1sn~ t !…]vn

, ~4.3!

X35t2] t1„tun1vn~ t !…]un
1„tvn1kn~ t !…]vn

.

Using allowed transformations we transformln→0, mn→0. The commutation relation@X1 ,X2#

5X1 then requiresṙn5ṡn50. A further allowed transformation~2.6! with t̃ (t)5t, Mn5I , and
(an ,bn) constant will not changeX1 , but takern→0, sn→0 ~while leavingln5mn50!. The
commutation relations@X2 ,X3#5X3 and @X1 ,X3#52X2 then implyvn5kn50.

2. The algebra sl „2,R…m

A priori we have

X15bnvn]un
1ln~ t !]un

1mn~ t !]vn
,

X25an~un]un
2vn]vn

!1rn~ t !]un
1sn~ t !]vn

, ~4.4!

X35cnun]vn
1vn~ t !]un

1kn~ t !]vn
.

The structure constants cannot depend onn, so the commutation relations imply

an5a, bncn5bc. ~4.5!

Given that the productbncn does not depend onn, we can use an allowed transformation to
takebn→b, cn→c. A further allowed transformation will takern→0, sn→0. The commutation
relations then implyln5mn50 andvn5kn50.

3. The combined algebra sl „2,R…c

In view of the above results, we can write a ‘‘combined’’ algebra as

X15] t1avn]un
1jn]un

1hn]vn
, aÞ0,

X25t] t1@~ 1
21b!un1ln#]un

1@~ 1
22b!vn1mn#]vn

, ~4.6!

X35t2] t1~ tun1rn!]un
1~gun1tvn1sn!]vn

.
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We use allowed transformations to seta51, jn5hn50. The commutation relations then deter-
mine b5 1

2, g521. The functionsln(t), mn(t), rn(t), and sn(t) are greatly restricted by the
commutation relations. As a matter of fact, we either haveln5mn5rn5sn50, or we can use
allowed transformations to obtainln5t, mn51, rn52t2, sn52t.

We arrive at the following result.
Theorem 1: Precisely four classes ofsl~2,R! algebras can be realized by vector fields of the

form (2.3). Any suchsl~2,R! algebra can be taken by an allowed transformation (2.6) into pre-
cisely one of the following algebras:

sl~2,R!1 : X15vn]un
,

X25 1
2 ~un]un

2vn]vn
!,

X35un]vn
,

~4.7!

sl~2,R!2 : X15] t ,

X25t] t1
1
2~un]un

1vn]vn
!,

X35t2] t1t~un]un
1vn]vn

!,
~4.8!

sl~2,R!3 : X15] t1vn]un
,

X25t] t1un]un
,

X35t2] t1tun]un
1~ tvn2un!]vn

,
~4.9!

sl~2,R!4 : X15] t1vn]un

X25t] t1~un1t !]un
1]vn

X35t2] t1~ tun12t2!]un
1~ tvn2un12t !]vn

.
~4.10!

C. Indecomposable Lie algebras containing sl „2,R…1

A Lie algebraL is called indecomposable if it cannot be written as a direct sum,L5L1

% L2 . A Lie algebra overR containing sl~2,R! is either simple or it allows a nontrivial Levi
decomposition,15

L5SxR, ~4.11!

whereS is a semisimple Lie algebra andR is the radical, that is, the maximal solvable ideal ofL.
It follows from the results of Sec. IV A that the only simple Lie algebras that can be con-

structed from operators of the form~2.3! are the four sl~2,R! algebras obtained in Sec. IV B. We
can hence concentrate on Lie algebras of the form~4.11!.

The algebraS is either sl(2,R)1 itself, or the direct sum of sl(2,R)1 with one or more other
sl~2,R! algebras.

Requiring that a symmetry operatorY should commute with all elements of sl(2,R)1 , we find
that Y must have the form

Y05t] t1~ 1
2 ṫ1an!~un]un

1vn]vn
!. ~4.12!

It is hence possible to construct precisely one semisimple Lie algebra properly containing
sl(2,R)1 , namely, the direct sum sl(2,R)1% sl(2,R)2 with sl(2,R)2 defined in Eq.~4.8!.

Let us introduce some notations for vector fields, to be used below. We put

V~an!5an~un]un
1vn]vn

!, ~4.13!
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T~an!5] t1an~un]un
1vn]vn

!, ~4.14!

D~an!5t] t1~ 1
21an!~un]un

1vn]vn
!, ~4.15!

P~an!5t2] t1~ t1an!~un]un
1vn]vn

!, ~4.16!

R~an!5~ t211!] t1~ t1an!~un]un
1vn]vn

!, ~4.17!

Yu~ln!5ln~ t !]un
, Yv~ln!5ln~ t !]vn

. ~4.18!

In all cases we haveȧn50, butln(t) can be a function oft. Both an andln(t) can be functions
of n.

Let us considerS5sl(2,R)1 andS5sl(2,R)1% sl(2,R)2 in Eq. ~4.11! separately.

1. S5sl „2,R…1

The considered Lie algebras will have a basis$X1 ,X2 ,X3 ,Y1 ,...,Yn% with Xi given in Eq.
~4.7!. The basis elements$Y1 ,...,Yn% span the radicalR. The algebraS acts onR according to
some linear, not necessarily irreducible, finite-dimensional representation.

We start with the Cartan subalgebra$X2% of sl~2,R!. It can be represented by a diagonal
matrix in any finite-dimensional representation. ConsiderYPR. We have

@X2 ,Y#5pY, ~4.19!

with Y as in Eq.~2.3!. Equation~4.19! implies

pt50,

pS ṫ

2
1anD50, S p1

1

2Dln50, ~p11!bn50, ~4.20!

pS ṫ

2
1dnD50, S p2

1

2Dmn50, ~p21!cn50.

For p50 we obtain an operator that commutes not only withX2 , but with all of sl(2,R)1 , namely,
Y0 of Eq. ~4.12!. This is a singlet representation of sl~2,R!.

For p51, or p521, Eq.~4.19! forcesY to be an element of sl(2,R)1 , in other words, no such
YPR exists.

For p56 1
2 we obtainY15ln(t)]un

andY25mn(t)]vn
, respectively. Acting withX1 andX3

on these operators, we find that the only representation of sl(2,R)1 that can be realized is a doublet
one, namely$Yu(ln),Yv(ln)% of Eq. ~4.18!, with ln(t) an arbitrary function ofn and t. The
indecomposable Lie algebra$X1 ,X2 ,X3 ,Yu(ln),Yv(ln)% is isomorphic to the special affine Lie
algebra saff~2,R!.

All further indecomposable symmetry algebras containing sl(2,R)1 must be extensions of
saff~2,R!. The objects that we can add to saff~2,R! are either sl~2,R! doublets or singlets. Let us
run through all possibilities.

~1! We can add an arbitrary numberk of doublets of the form~4.18!, where thek functions
$ln

1(t),ln
2(t),...,ln

k(t)% must be linearly independent. However, we shall see in Sec. V that
the presence of three such pairs forces the functionsFn and Gn in Eq. ~1.1! to be linear.
Moreover, even two such pairs are compatible with a nonlinear interaction only if they are of
the form ~or transformable into!

ln
1~t!51, ln

2~ t !5t. ~4.21!
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~2! We can add a singlet of the form~4.12!. If we havet50, then the commutation relations
@Y0 ,Yu# and@Y0 ,Yv# imply an5an11 and we can setan51. We obtain an affine Lie algebra
gaff(2,R)1 consisting of saff~2,R! andV(1) of Eq. ~4.13!.
If we havetÞ0 in Eq. ~4.12! and only one operator of this type, then we can use allowed
transformations to taket(t) into t(t)51. The commutation relations@Y0 ,Yu# and @Y0 ,Yv#
then imply

ln~t!5Rne
~an1k!t, Ṙn50.

For k50, the algebra is decomposable. ForkÞ0 we can use allowed transformations to put
k521 andRn51. We obtain a second algebra isomorphic to gaff~2,R!, but not conjugate to
the previous one. We have

gaff~2,R!2;$X1 ,X2 ,X3 ,Yu~e~an21!t!,Yv~e~an21!t!,T~an!%. ~4.22!

In the special case ofan5an11 in Eq. ~4.22!, a further extension is possible. We transform
l5e(a21)t into l51; then T(an) goes intoD(bn) with bn5bn11[bÞ2 1

2, since for b
52 1

2 the algebra is decomposable.
~3! We can add two singlets of the form~4.12!. If they commute, they must be$V(1),T(0)%. The

obtained algebra is decomposable. If they do not commute, they must form a two-dimensional
Lie algebra, namely,$T(0),D(a),an5an11[a%. This impliesln(t);1, i.e., the entire radi-
cal is $Yu(1),Yv(1),T(0),D(a)% with aÞ 1

2 ~the casea5 1
2 corresponds to a decomposable

algebra!.
~4! If we add three singlets, the only case corresponds to the radical

$Yu(1),Yv(1),V(1),T(0),D(0)%. There will then be no invariant interaction~see below!.
~5! Let us consider the special case of two doublets of the form~4.18!, namely,

Yu~1!5]un
, Yv~1!5]vn

, Yu~t!5t]un
, Yv~t!5t]vn

. ~4.23!

This algebra can be extended by a further element, namely,

Z5~t01t1t1r2t
2!]t1~ 1

2t11t2t1a!~un]un
1vn]vn

!,

~4.24!
an5an11[a,

wheret0 , t1 , andt2 are constants. By allowed transformations we can takeZ into one of the
four operatorsV(1), T(a), D(a), or R(a) of ~4.13!, ~4.14!, ~4.15!, and~4.17!, respectively.

~6! We can add a two-dimensional algebra to~4.23!, namely,

$T~0!,D~a!%, $T~0!,V~1!%, $V~1!,D~0!%, or $V~1!,R~0!%.

~7! We can add only one three-dimensional algebra to~4.23!, namely,

$T~0!, D~0!, V~1!%.

This completes the list of indecomposable symmetry algebras of the form~4.11! with S
5sl(2,R)1 .

2. S5sl „2,R…1 % sl „2,R…2

The algebraS is itself decomposable. It gives rise to precisely two indecomposable symmetry
algebras. First, we have the one obtained by adding the Abelian ideal~4.23! to sl(2,R)1

% sl(2,R)2 . Second, we get an 11-dimensional algebra by addingV(1) to the first case.

D. Decomposable Lie algebras containing sl „2,R…1

All decomposable Lie algebrasLD can be obtained from the indecomposableLI ones, by
adding their centralizers,
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LD5LI % C, @C,LI #50. ~4.25!

The centralizerC must commute with all elements of sl(2,R)1 and hence all of its elements
will have the form ofY0 of Eq. ~4.12!.

Let us consider the individual indecomposable algebrasLI .

1. L I5sl „2,R…1

The centralizerC can be Abelian. Then we have the following possibilities:C5$V(ai ,n),i
51,...,k% or C5$V(ai ,n),T(bn),i 51,...,k%. The quantitiesa1,n ,...,ak,n must form a set ofk lin-
early independent functions ofn. If the centralizer is non-Abelian, then we have eitherC
;sl(2,R)2 or C5$T(0),D(a)%. Both of these centralizers can be further extended by adding
V(ai ,n), i 51,...,k, ~with a1,n ,...,ak,n linearly independent!.

2. L I5saff „2,R…

We must requireY0 of Eq. ~4.12! to commute withYu(ln) and Yv(ln) of Eq. ~4.18!. We
obtain

ln~ 1
2ṫ1an!2tl̇n50. ~4.26!

For t50, Eq. ~4.26! implies lnan50, and this is not allowed. FortÞ0 we taket→1 by an
allowed transformation, and Eq.~4.26! then impliesln(t)5gneant. A further allowed transforma-
tion will take gn→1. We obtain the decomposable Lie algebra saff(2,R) % T(an). In the special
casean5an11 we transformln(t)→1 and obtain a larger centralizer, namely,$T(0),D(2 1

2)%.

3. L I5gaff „2,R…1

A nontrivial centralizer exists only if we haveln(t)5eant in saff~2,R!. In the caseanÞ0, the
centralizer isC5$T(an)%. If an50 the centralizer isC5$T(0),D(2 1

2)%.

4. L I5gaff „2,R…2

The centralizer isC5$T(an)2V(1)%. This algebra corresponds to the first one obtained in
the caseLI5gaff(2,R)1 above.

E. Summary of possible symmetry algebras containing sl „2,R…1

The classification of possible symmetry algebras can now be summed up rather simply. In
addition to sl(2,R)1 of Eq. ~4.7!, we have a further algebraLC ~the ‘‘complementary’’ algebra!.
The structure of each symmetry algebra is

L5sl~2,R!1uLC , @sl~2,R!1 ,LC##LC , @LC ,LC##LC . ~4.27!

The symbolu denotes a direct sum of vector spaces. Moreover, Eq.~4.27! shows thatL is either
a direct sum or a semidirect one. The algebraLC is also a representation space for sl(2,R)1 .
Irreducible representations in this case can be of dimension 1 or 2. All higher-dimensional repre-
sentations are completely reducible into sums of one- and two-dimensional representations.

For further use it is convenient to split the symmetry algebras into four series, according to the
structure of the Lie algebraLC . In all casesL contains sl(2,R)1 . We shall just specifyLC .

1. Series A

LC is solvable and each element is a sl(2,R)1 singlet. There exist three different infinite-
dimensional Lie algebras of this type:

A1• $V~ak,n!%, ~4.28!

A2• $T~bn!,V~ak,n!%, ~4.29!
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A3• $T~0!,D~bn!,V~ak,n!%. ~4.30!

In each case we havek51,2, . . . , and theexpressionsak must be linearly independent functions
of n. Taking 1<k<N for some finiteN, we obtain finite-dimensional subalgebras.

2. Series B

LC is solvable and contains precisely one sl(2,R)1 doublet,

B15$Yu~ln!,Yv~ln!%. ~4.31!

This is the indecomposable algebra saff~2,R! @B1 together with sl(2,R)1#. We have dimL55,

B25$Yu~ln!,Yv~ln!,V~1!%. ~4.32!

B2 corresponds to the indecomposable algebra gaff(2,R)1 with dimL56,

B35$Yu~e~an21!t!,Yv~e~an21!t!,T~an!%. ~4.33!

B3 corresponds to the Lie algebra gaff(2,R)2 , isomorphic but not conjugate toB2 ,

B45$Yu~eant!,Yv~eant!,T~an!%. ~4.34!

This algebra is saff(2,R) % T(an),

B55$Yu~1!,Yv~1!,T~0!,D~a!%. ~4.35!

The algebraB5 is indecomposable~except ifa52 1
2!,

B65$Yu~e~an21!t!,Yv~e~an21!t!,T~an!,V~1!%. ~4.36!

The algebraB6 is decomposable,

B75$Yu~1!,Yv~1!,T~0!,D~0!,V~1!%. ~4.37!

The algebraB7 is indecomposable.

3. Series C

LC contains two sl~2,R! doublets. The doublets could be characterized by any two functions
l1,n(t) andl2,n(t). However, we shall only be interested in the casel151, l25t. The others do
not lead to invariant interactions. Similarly, we do not need algebras containing three or more
doublets. In all cases the algebraLC contains the elements~4.23!. For dimLC>5 it contains
further elements. We have

C15$Yu~1!,Yv~1!,Yu~ t !,Yv~ t !%. ~4.38!

Further, we just list the additional elements,

C2• $T~a!%, a50 or 1, ~4.39!

C3• $D~a!%, ~4.40!

C4• $R~a!%, ~4.41!

C5• $V~1!%, ~4.42!

C6• $T~0!,D~a!%. ~4.43!
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In all cases above,a does not depend onn(an115an),

C7• $V~1!,T~0!%, ~4.44!

C8• $V~1!,D~0!%, ~4.45!

C9• $V~1!,R~0!%, ~4.46!

C10• $T~0!,D~0!,P~0!%;sl~2,R!2 , ~4.47!

C11• $T~0!,D~0!,V~1!%, ~4.48!

C12• $T~0!,D~0!,P~0!,V~1!%. ~4.49!

4. Series D

LC contains sl(2,R)2 and ~possibly! further elements, namely,

D1• None, ~4.50!

D2• $V~an!%, ~4.51!

D3• $V~a1,n!,V~a2,n!%, ~4.52!

D4• $Yu~1!,Yv~1!,Yu~ t !,Yv~ t !%, ~4.53!

D5• $Yu~1!,Yv~1!,Yu~ t !,Yv~ t !,V~1!% ~4.54!

~D4 coincides withC10 andD5 with C12!.

V. THE INVARIANT INTERACTIONS

A. General procedure and interactions invariant under SL „2,R…1

In this section we shall find all interaction functions, invariant under symmetry groups, con-
taining SL(2,R)1 . We make use of the subalgebra classification provided in Sec. IV.

We first establish the form of the interaction, invariant under SL(2,R)1 itself. To do this we
sett(t)5ln(t)5mn(t)50 in the determining equations~2.4! and~2.5! and consider the equations
obtained for an52dn51, bn5cn50, then bn51, an52dn5cn50, and, finally, cn51,
an52dn5bn50. The general solution of the obtained system of six equations can be written in
the following form:

Fn5un11f n1ungn , Gn5vn11f n1vngn , ~5.1!

where f n andgn are functions of four variables each, namely,

t, jn5un11vn212un21vn11 , ja5uavn2unva , a5n61. ~5.2!

Note thatjn , jn11 , andjn21 are as given in Eq.~5.2!. They are not upshifts or downshifts of
each other.

We shall proceed further by dimension of the symmetry algebra and by its structure. Thus, we
can successively add sl~2,R! singlets of the form~4.12! or doublets of the form~4.18!. We
continue adding symmetry elements until the interaction is completely specified, i.e., it involves
no further arbitrary functions. We then solve the ‘‘inverse problem.’’ That is, we substitute the
functions Fn and Gn back into the determining equations and solve for the symmetries. This
provides a verification of previous calculations. More important, this procedure will find the
largest symmetry algebra allowed by any given interaction.
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Obviously, all invariant interactions will have the form~5.1!. It is the functionsf n andgn that
will be further refined, and their dependence on the variablesjk and t will be restricted.

For future convenience we write down two further forms of the SL(2,R)1 invariant interaction
functions, equivalent to~5.1!. The first is

Fn5un11

jn21

jn
hn1unkn , Gn5vn11

jn21

jn
hn1vnkn , ~5.3!

wherehn andkn are arbitrary functions of the variables~5.2!. The second convenient form is

Fn5~ln21un112ln11un21!fn1~ln11un2lnun11!cn1
l̈n

ln11
un11 ,

~5.4!

Gn5~ln21vn112ln11vn21!fn1~ln11vn2lnvn11!cn1
l̈n

ln11
vn11 ,

whereln(t) is some arbitrary function ofn andt andfn andcn depend in an unspecified manner
on the variables~5.2!.

B. Interactions invariant under four-dimensional symmetry groups

As was shown in Sec. IV, two types of four-dimensional symmetry algebras containing
sl(2,R)1 can exist. Both are decomposable according to the pattern 45311. Here and below we
shall always list the operators that we can add to sl(2,R)1 .

1. V„an…5an„u nu n
1v nv n

…

The invariant interactions will have the form~5.3!, but hn and kn will depend on three
variables only.

~i! an211an11Þ0. The variables are

t, ha5~ja!an211an11~jn!2an2aa, a5n61. ~5.5!

~ii ! an211an1150. The variables are

t, jn , h5~jn11!an112an~jn21!an111an. ~5.6!

2. T„b n…5 t1b n„u nu n
1v nv n

…

The invariant interaction will again have the form~5.3!, however, in this casehn andkn are
arbitrary functions of the three variables,

zn5jne2~bn211bn11!t, za5jae2~bn1ba!t, a5n61. ~5.7!

We see that adding further singlets of the typeV(an) will restrict the variables in the functions
hn andkn , not, however, the general form of Eq.~5.3!.

C. Five-dimensional symmetry groups

From the results of Sec. IV, we know that three decomposable and one indecomposable
symmetry algebras of dimension 5 can exist. Let us run through all four possibilities.

1. Decomposition 5 531111
a. V(ai ,n)5ai ,n(un]un

1vn]vn
,) i 51,2, a2,nÞla1,n . The interaction is of the form~5.3!.

The functionshn andkn depend on two variables each, namely, timet and

h5~jn21!A~jn11!B~jn!C, ~5.8!
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A5a1,n~a2,n111a2,n21!1a1,n11~a2,n212a2,n!2a1,n21~a2,n111a2,n!,

B52a1,n~a2,n111a2,n21!1a1,n11~a2,n211a2,n!2a1,n21~a2,n112a2,n!, ~5.9!

C5a1,n~a2,n112a2,n21!2a1,n11~a2,n211a2,n!1a1,n21~a2,n111a2,n!.

Note that the variableh always exists since the conditionA5B5C50 ~and henceh5const!
only occurs fora1,n21a2,n2a1,na2,n2150, which impliesa2,n5la1,n , l5const, and this is not
allowed.

b. V(an)5an(un]un
1vn]vn

), T(bn)5] t1bn(un]un
1vn]vn

). The invariant interaction is as
in Eq. ~5.3! with hn andkn functions of two variables each. Namely, the following.

~i! an111an21Þ0:

ra5~za!an111an21~zn!2aa2an, a5n61, ~5.10!

with za , zn as in Eq.~5.7!.
~ii ! an111an2150:

rn5zn , sn5~zn21!an111an~zn11!an112an. ~5.11!

2. Decomposition 5 5312
a. T(0)5] t , D(bn)5t] t1( 1

21bn)(un]un
1vn]vn

). We imposebnÞ2 1
2; otherwise we have

no invariant interaction. We must distinguish two subcases here.

~1! bn111bn2111Þ0. The interaction as in Eq.~5.3!, with

hn5~jn!
22/~bn111bn2111!pn , kn5~jn!22/~bn111bn2111!qn , ~5.12!

wherepn andqn depend on two variables, namely,

xa5~ja!bn111bn2111~jn!
2bn2ba21, a5n61. ~5.13!

~2! bn111bn211150, bn111bn11Þ0:

hn5~jn11!
22/~bn111bn11!pn , kn5~jn11!22/~bn111bn11!qn , ~5.14!

wherepn andqn depend on

xn5~jn21!
bn111bn11~jn11!

2bn212bn21, jn . ~5.15!

Note that forbn111bn211150, bn111bn1150, we havebn52 1
2, and there is no invari-

ant interaction.

3. Indecomposable Lie algebra

Yu~ln!5ln~ t !]un
, Yv~ln!5ln~ t !]vn

. ~5.16!

The invariant interaction is as in Eq.~5.4!, but the functionsfn andcn depend on only two
variables, namely,

t, v5ln21jn112lnjn2ln11jn21 . ~5.17!

D. Six-dimensional symmetry groups

1. Decomposition 653111111
a. V(ai ,n)5ai ,n(un]un

1vn]vn
), i 51,2,3. The invariant interaction is as in Eq.~5.3!, but hn

andkn are functions oft only. We see that the coefficientsai ,n do not figure in the interaction.
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Hence, we can add an arbitrary number of vector fieldsV(ai ,n), i PZ to the symmetry algebra. In
other words, the symmetry algebra for the interaction~5.3! with hn andkn depending ont alone is
infinite dimensional.

b. V(ai ,n)5ai ,n(un]un
1vn]vn

), i 51,2, T(bn)5] t1bn(un]un
1vn]vn

). The invariant inter-
action is as in Eq.~5.3!, but hn andkn depend on one variable only, namely,

v5he22tuM u, M5S bn21 bn bn11

a1,n21 a1,n a1,n11

a2,n21 a2,n a2,n11

D , ~5.18!

with h as in Eq.~5.8!.

2. Decomposition 6 531211
a. V(an)5an(un]un

1vn]vn
), T(0)5] t , D(cn)5t] t1( 1

21cn)(un]un
1vn]vn

). We start
from Eq. ~5.3!. The presence ofT(0)5] t implies thathn and kn do not depend ont. We first
notice that if we have

gn5cn1 1
250 or gn5cn1 1

25lan , ~5.19!

then we must havehn5kn50 ~no invariant interaction!. In all other cases, invariance underV(an)
andD(cn) implies

hn5~jn!m~jn11!n~jn21!rpn~v!, kn5~jn!m~jn11!n~jn21!rqn~v!,
~5.20!

v5~jn21!A~jn11!B~jn!C,

with A, B, andC as in Eq.~5.9!, with the substitutions

a1,n→cn1 1
2, a2,n→an .

The constantsm, n, andr in Eq. ~5.20! satisfy

~an111an21!m1~an111an!n1~an211an!r50,
~5.21!

~gn111gn21!m1~gn111gn!n1~gn211gn!r522.

Thus, forCÞ0 we can put

m50, n52
an1an21

C
, r522

an1an11

C
.

For C50, AÞ0,

m52
an1an11

A
, n522

an111an21

A
, r50.

For C5A50, BÞ0,

m522
an211an

B
, n50, r52

an111an21

B
.

The caseA5B5C50 corresponds to Eq.~5.19! and hence to the absence of an invariant inter-
action.
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3. Decomposition 6 5313

a. sl(2,R)1% sl(2,R)2 . The algebra sl(2,R)2 is as in Eq.~4.8! and the invariant interaction is

Fn5
1

~jn!2 Fun11

jn21

jn
pn~xn11 ,xn21!1unqn~xn11 ,xn21!G ,

Gn5
1

~jn!2 Fvn11

jn21

jn
pn~xn11 ,xn21!1vnqn~xn11 ,xn21!G , ~5.22!

xn115
jn11

jn
, xn215

jn21

jn
.

4. Decomposition 6 5511

a. saff(2)% A1 . We have

Yu~eant!5eant]un
, Yv~eant!5eant]vn

, T~an!5] t1an~un]un
1vn]vn

!.

The invariant interaction will be as in Eq.~5.4! with ln5eant. The functionsfn and cn will
satisfy

fn5e~an2an212an11!tKn~v!, cn5e2an11tLn~v!,
~5.23!

v5e2~an1an11!tjn112e2~an111an21!tjn2e2~an211an!tjn21 .

5. Indecomposable symmetry algebras

It was shown in Sec. IV that two inequivalent gaff~2! symmetry algebras exist.
a. gaff(2,R)1 .

Yu~ln!5ln~ t !]un
, Yv~ln!5ln~ t !]vn

, V~1!5un]un
1vn]vn

.

The interaction is as in Eq.~5.4!, however,fn andcn depend only ont. This means that the
equations are linear and, moreover, the equations~1.1! for un andvn are decoupled.

b. gaff(2,R)2 . The algebra is as in Eq.~4.22! @or ~4.33!#, the interaction as in Eq.~5.4! with
ln(t)5e(an21)t. The functionsfn andcn satisfy

fn5e2~an111an212an21!tKn~v!, cn5e~2an1111!tLn~v!, ~5.24!

with v as in Eq.~5.23!.

E. Seven-dimensional symmetry groups

1. Decomposition 7 5311111111

We exclude the case

V~ai ,n!5ai ,n~un]un
1vn]vn

!, i 51,...,4,

since the only invariant interaction is~5.3! with hn andkn functions oft. We already know that the
symmetry algebra is infinite dimensional.

a. V(ai ,n)5ai ,n(un]un
1vn]vn

), i 51,2,3,T(bn)5] t1bn(un]un
1vn]vn

). The interaction is
as in Eq.~5.3! with hn andkn constants~depending onn!. The algebra is actually infinite dimen-
sional: we can take any number of operatorsV(ai ,n).
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2. Decomposition 7 53121111
a. V(ai ,n)5ai ,n(un]un

1vn]vn
), i 51,2, T(0)5] t , D(cn)5t] t1( 1

21cn)(un]un
1vn]vn

).
We putgn5cn1 1

2. An invariant interaction exists if and only if we have

D5detS gn gn11 gn21

a1,n a1,n11 a1,n21

a2,n a2,n11 a2,n21

D Þ0. ~5.25!

The invariant interaction is that of Eq.~5.3!, with

hn5hkpn , kn5hkqn , k52
2

D
. ~5.26!

The variableh is as in Eq.~5.8!; pn andqn are constants.

3. Decomposition 7 531311

a. sl(2,R)1% sl(2,R)2% A1 . We haveA15$V(an)%. The invariant interaction can be obtained
from Eq.~5.22!. The additional invariance implied by the presence ofV(an) restrictspn andqn to

pn5S jn11

jn
D 2~an111an21!/~an2an21!

r n~v!,

qn5S jn11

jn
D 2~an111an21!/~an2an21!

sn~v!, ~5.27!

v5~jn11!an112an~jn21!an2an21~jn!an212an11,

and we must imposeanÞan21 ~otherwise we haveFn5Gn50!.

4. Decomposition 7 5611

The algebra gaff(2,R)1 does not allow any nonlinear interactions. Let us consider gaff(2,R)2

of Eq. ~4.22!.
a. gaff(2,R)2% $U5un]un

1vn]vn
%. The interaction is as in Eq.~5.4!, with fn andcn as in

Eq. ~5.24!. Invariance under the dilations corresponding toU implies thatfn and cn do not
depend onv. Hence, the interaction is linear and decoupled.

5. Indecomposable Lie algebras

a. Yu(ln)5ln(t)]un
, Yv(ln)5ln(t)]vn

, Yu(mn)5mn(t)]un
, Yv(mn)5mn(t)]vn

. We start
from Eq. ~5.4! with fn andcn functions oft andv as in Eq.~5.17!. If fn andcn do not depend
on v, the interaction is already linear and decoupled. Hence,v must be invariant under the
transformations corresponding toYu(mn) andYv(mn). This implies thatln andmn are indepen-
dent ofn. Further, invariance implies

l̈n

ln
5

m̈n

mn
5 k̃, ~5.28!

with k̃5const. Equation~5.28! allows solutions,

S ln

mn
D5S sinkt

cosktD , S sinhkt
coshktD , S 1

t D . ~5.29!

These solutions are all equivalent under allowed transformations. We chooseln51, mn5t, i.e.,
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Yu~1!5]un
, Yv~1!5]vn

, Yu~ t !5t]un
, Yv~ t !5t]vn

. ~5.30!

The invariant interaction is

Fn5~un112un21!fn~v,t !1~un2un11!cn~v,t !,
~5.31!

Gn5~vn112vn21!fn~v,t !1~vn2vn11!cn~v,t !,

with

v5jn112jn212jn . ~5.32!

b. Yu(1)5]un
, Yv(1)5]vn

, T(0)5] t , D(b)5t] t1( 1
21b)(un]un

1vn]vn
), bÞ2 1

2, b

5const. The invariant interaction is as in Eq.~5.31!, with

fn5knv22/~2b11!, cn5pnv22/~2b11!, ~5.33!

with kn and pn constants,v as in Eq.~5.32!. For b52 1
2 there is no invariant interaction. Forb

Þ2 1
2 the symmetry algebra is actually larger and includesYu(t)5t]un

andYv(t)5t]vn
.

F. Symmetry groups of dimensions 8, 9, and 10

By now, all invariant interactions have been specified up to arbitrary constants~depending on
n!, except those involving symmetry algebras containing the subalgebra sl(2,R)1% sl(2,R)2 , or the
subalgebra$Yu(1),Yv(1),Yu(t),Yv(t)% of Eq. ~5.30!. Let us consider the remaining nonlinear
interactions.

1. sl „2,R…1 % sl „2,R…2 % ˆV„a1,n…‰% ˆV„a2,n…‰

The invariant interaction is obtained from Eq.~5.27! by specifyingr n(v) and sn(v) to be
specific powers ofv. The result is

Fn5jn
22Fun11

jn21

jn
pn1unqnG~jn21!22A/D~jn11!22B/D~jn!2@~A1B!/D#,

~5.34!

Gn5jn
22Fvn11

jn21

jn
pn1vnqnG~jn21!22A/D~jn11!22B/D~jn!2@~A1B!/D#.

Herepn andqn are constants,A andB are as in Eq.~5.9!, and

D5a1,n~a2,n112a2,n21!1a1,n11~a2,n212a2,n!1a1,n21~a2,n2a2,n11!. ~5.35!

We assumeDÞ0; otherwise there is no invariant interaction. In particular, we havea1,n

Þa1,n11 , a2,nÞa2,n11 .

2. Algebras containing „Yu„1…,Yv„1…,Yu„t …,Yv„t …… of (5.30) plus one additional
operator Z

The interaction is as in Eq.~5.31! with a restriction onfn andcn .

~i! Z5T(a)5] t1a(un]un
1vn]vn

), a[an5an11 ,

fn5fn~h!, cn5cn~h!, h5ve22at. ~5.36!

~ii ! Z5D(a)5t] t1( 1
21a)(un]un

1vn]vn
), a[an5an11 ,

fn5
1

t2
rn~h!, cn5

1

t2
sn~h!, h5vt2~2a11!. ~5.37!
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~iii ! Z5R(b)5(t211)] t1(t1b)(un]un
1vn]vn

), b[bn5bn11 ,

fn5
1

~t211!2
rn~h!, cn5

1

~t211!2
sn~h!,

~5.38!

h5
v

11t2
e22b arctant,

with v as in Eq.~5.32! in all cases.
~iv! Z5V(1). Thenfn andcn depend only ont and the interaction is linear.

We can add two operators to those of Eq.~5.30!

T~0!5] t , D~b!5t] t1~ 1
21b!~un]un

1vn]vn
!.

The invariant interaction coincides with that of Eq.~5.33!.
Finally, the interaction~5.31! is invariant under a ten-dimensional symmetry algebra of the

form

„sl~2,R!1% sl~2,R!2…x$Yu~1!,Yv~1!,Yu~ t !,Yv~ t !%,

for

fn5knv22, cn5pnv22, ~5.39!

i.e., b50 in Eq. ~5.33!.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Let us first sum up the results on invariant interactions and the corresponding symmetry
algebras. We shall follow the summary of possible symmetry algebras outlined in Sec. IV E. The
results are presented in the following tables.

Table I. The SeriesA of symmetry algebras. The algebraLC of Eq. ~4.27! consists entirely of
sl(2,R)1 singlets. In the first column of Table I we list the symmetry algebras. The number in
brackets@e.g., A1(3)# denotes the dimension of the symmetry algebra. The notation for basis
elements in column 2 are as in Eqs.~4.13!–~4.18!. Note that if the functionshn and kn in the
interaction~5.3! depend only ont or are constants, then the symmetry algebra is infinite dimen-
sional, although the interaction is nonlinear.

The caseA3(7) corresponds to an algebraL with dimL57 and the interaction is completely
specified@see~5.3!, ~5.25!–~5.26!#. In other cases the functionshn andkn depend on one, two, or
three variables involvinguk andvk .

Table II. The SeriesB of symmetry algebras. The symmetry algebras are either five or six
dimensional. The interactions are as in Eq.~5.4! and involve two arbitrary functions,fn andcn .
A B-type symmetry allowsfn andcn to depend on just one variable involvinguk andvk . Any
extension of theB-type algebras will restrictln(t) to beln51 and will involve a further pair with
ln5t. This takes us into the seriesC of symmetry algebras.

The algebrasB2 , B6 , andB7 of Eqs.~4.32!, ~4.36!, and~4.37! lead to linear interactions. Any
interaction invariant with respect toB5 will be invariant under a larger group, corresponding to a
Lie algebra in the series C. We do not include linear interactions in the tables and we list
interactions together with theirmaximalsymmetry algebras.

Table III. The SeriesC of symmetry algebras. The interaction will be as in Eq.~5.31!,
involving a variable v as in Eq. ~5.32!. The algebras
C5(8),C7(9),C8(9),C9(9),C11(10),C12(11), absent in the table, lead to a linear interaction.
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For C6(9) andC10(10) the interactions are specified up to constants~that can depend onn!.
In all other cases, the arbitrary functions depend on one variable, involvinguk andvk .

Table IV. The SeriesD of symmetry algebras. There are three such algebras of dimension 6,
7, and 8, respectively. They all lead to nontrivial invariant interactions of the form~5.22!. For
D3(8), theinteraction is completely specified. We do not listD4(10) in Table IV since it coin-
cides withC10(10) of Table III. The algebraD5(11) corresponds to a linear interaction.

For each interaction we have verified that the given symmetry algebra is the maximal one.
A few words about the interpretation of the invariant interactions. From Eq.~5.1! and the

variables~5.2! we see that invariance under sl(2,R)1 imposes very strong restrictions.

~1! In particular, if the interaction is linear and sl(2,R)1 invariant, we must have

Fn5 (
k5n21

n11

Ak~t!uk , Gn5 (
k5n21

n11

Ak~t!vk , ~6.1!

i.e., the equations~1.1! for uk andvk decouple~into identical equations forun andvn sepa-
rately!.

~2! If the interaction termsFn andGn in Eq. ~5.1! are nonlinear, they always involve many-body
forces. That is, they cannot be written as sums of terms of the typehn(un ,vn) or
hn(un ,vn11), etc. Indeed, each invariant variablejn ,jn11 ,jn21 itself involves four of the
original variablesui ,v i simultaneously. This many-body character becomes more pronounced
when the invariance algebra is larger.

~3! The operatorsV(an) correspond to site-depending dilations,

TABLE I. SeriesA of symmetry algebras. The interaction has the form~5.3!.

No. LC

Restrictions on
hn andkn

Variables and
comments

A1(3) ¯ ¯ t,jn11 ,jn21 ,jn ~5.2!

A1(4) V(an) ¯ Ht,hn11,hn21 ~5.5!
t,jn ,h ~5.6!

A1(5) V(a1,n),V(a2,n) ¯ t, h ~5.8!
A1(`) V(ai ,n),i PZ.

¯ t

A2(4) T(bn) ¯ zn11 ,zn21 ,zn ~5.7!

A2(5) T(bn),V(an) ¯ Hrn21,rn11 ~5.10!
rn ,sn ~5.11!

A2(6) T(bn),V(a1,n),V(a2,n) ¯ h ~5.18!
A2(`) T(bn),V(ak,n),kPZ. hn ,kn constants None

A3(5) T(0),D(bn) ~5.12! or ~5.14! ~5.13! or ~5.15!
A3(6) T(0),D(cn),V(an) ~5.20! v ~5.20!
A3(7) T(0),D(cn),V(a1,n)V(a2,n) ~5.26! None

TABLE II. SeriesB of symmetry algebras. The algebra includes one pairYu(ln), Yv(ln). The interaction has the form
~5.4!.

No.
Restrictions onln , additional

Elements ofLC Restrictions onfn andcn Variables and comments

B1(5) ¯ ¯ t, v as in ~5.17!
B4(6) ln5eant,T(an) ~5.23! v ~5.23!
B3(6) ln5e(an21)t,T(an) ~5.24! v ~5.23!
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ũn5eeanun , ṽn5eeanvn . ~6.2!

Invariance under two such one-dimensional symmetry groups, generated by
$V(a1,n),V(a2,n)%, wherea1,n anda2,n are two linearly independent functions ofn, introduces
the symmetry variable

vD[~jn21!
A~jn11!

B~jn!
C, ~6.3!

as in Eq.~5.8!. Here all six variables are coupled together.
~4! The pair of operatorsYu(ln),Yv(ln) induces site-dependent~and time-dependent! shifts of

the dependent variables,
ũn5un1eln~t!, ṽn5vn1eln~t!. ~6.4!

The corresponding invariant variable again involves all six variables@see Eq.~5.17!#,

vT[ln21jn112lnjn2ln11jn21 . ~6.5!

A special case of the variablevT is obtained settingln5ln215ln1151. This is the case of Eq.
~5.32!, where

v5vS5jn112jn2jn21 ~6.6!

is invariant with respect to two such translations:

ũn5un1e11e2t, ṽn5vn1e11e2t ~6.7!

~e1 ande2 are group parameters and hence constants!.
A continuation of this study is in progress. It involves several aspects.
The first is a study of the integrability properties of the equations that are completely specified

by their symmetries. These are, first of all, those with infinite-dimensional symmetry groups,
namely

ün5un11

jn21

jn
hn1unkn , v̈n5vn11

jn21

jn
hn1vnkn , ~6.8!

TABLE III. SeriesC symmetry algebras. The algebras contain sl(2,R)1 ,Yu(1), Yv(1), Yu(t), Yv(t), and possibly addi-
tional elements. The interaction is as in Eq.~5.31!.

No. Additional elements Conditions onfn andcn Variables

C1(7) – ¯ v, t ~5.32!
C2(8) T(a) ¯ h5ve22at

C3(8) D(a) fn5t22r n(h), cn5t22sn(h) h5vt2(2a11)

C4(8) R(b) fn5(t211)22r n(h), h5v(t211)21

cn5(t211)22sn(h) e22b arctant

C6(9) T(0),D(a) fn5knv22/(2a11), cn5pnv22(2a11) None
kn , pn constants, 2a11Þ0

C10(10) T(0),D(0),P(0) fn5knv22, cn5pnv22 None

TABLE IV. SeriesD of symmetry algebras. The algebra contains sl(2,R)1% sl(2,R)2 . The interaction has the form~5.22!.

No. Additional elements inLC Conditions onpn andqn Variables

D1(6) ¯ ¯ xn11 , xn21 as in ~5.22!
D2(7) V(an) ~5.27! h as in ~5.27!
D3(8) V(a1,n), V(a2,n) ~5.34! ¯
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with hn andkn functions oft or constants@seeA1(`) andA2(`) in Table I#.
Completely specified equations with finite-dimensional symmetry algebrasL are the following

ones.

~i!

ün5Sun11

jn21

jn
pn1unqnDvD

22/D , v̈n5S vn11

jn21

jn
pn1vnqnDvD

22/D , ~6.9!

with vD as in Eq.~6.3!, D as in Eq.~5.25!. This is caseA3(7) of Table I.
~ii !

ün5@~un112un21!pn1~un2un11!qn#vS
22/~2a11! ,

v̈n5@~vn112vn21!pn1~vn2vn11!qn#vS
22/~2a11! , ~6.10!

with vS as in Eq.~6.6!, pn ,qn ,aÞ2 1
2 const. This is caseC6(9) of Table III.

~iii ! For a50, Eq. ~6.10! is invariant under a ten-dimensional symmetry algebra, namely
C10(10) of Table III.

~iv!

ün5~jn21!
22A/k~jn11!

22B/D~jn!
@2~A1B2D!/D#Fun11

jn21

jn
pn1unqnG,

v̈n5~jn21!
22A/D~jn11!

22B/D~jn!
@2~A1B2D!/D#Fvn11

jn21

jn
pn1vnqnG,

with pn andqn depending only onn. The constantsA andB are given in Eq.~5.9!, D in Eq.
~5.35!.

A further task is to complete the classification, that is, to treat the cases of other sl~2,R!
algebras and also of solvable symmetry algebras.
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